KOLORS
FOR
KOLKATA

STREET ART PROJECT

PROJECT MISSION
To enhance the physical environs of the protection homes and facilities
which are supported by The Hope Foundation, through the creation
of positive and uplifting artworks - whilst also raising much needed
awareness of, and funds for the work of The Hope Foundation.

OBJECTIVES
• Each artist to create at least one major artwork in one of HOPE’s
protection homes and Hope Hospital - bringing their own individual
style and impact on the space.
• To collaborate with local artists in Kolkata to achieve our mission.
• To work closely with the beneficiaries of The Hope Foundation, i.e.
the children who are in HOPE’s care, and the national Indian staff
who implement HOPEs programmes.
• To raise awareness of, and funds for, HOPEs programmes in Kolkata
- through the artists organising and delivering at least one major
fundraising event in Ireland.
• Promotion of Kolors for Kolkata project via various online and
social media platforms.
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Some of the HOPE projects areas where
Kolors for Kolkata artists will work their magic!

THE PROJECT
This unique art project, Kolors for Kolkata, has been developed as a
collaboration between four Irish street artists, photographer Julia Dunin
and The Hope Foundation.
This is the first time that this kind of creative collaboration has been
developed between these artists and The Hope Foundation and thus, we
see it as a really exciting opportunity for any sponsor to partner with us
on this unique and very rewarding journey.
All five creatives are ambassadors for the rich street art community that
is present in Ireland today and they have volunteered their talents and
time for this great cause.
This project will be realised through a series of interactive artworks, that
are conceptually designed and placed throughout Kolkata. We envisage
that these pieces of art will provide a positive engagement with the local
community; enhance their surroundings and assist with the development
of their creative abilities. They will also provide vital awareness about the
work of The Hope Foundation.
The artists will not only engage in providing these interactive artworks in
Kolkata, but will do so in collaboration with local street artists, and with
the local staff of HOPE who are delivering health, education and child
protection programmes to the most vulnerable people who are living on
Kolkata’s streets and in surrounding slums.
Kolors for Kolkata will be photographed professionally throughout.
2019 marks the 20th year of The Hope Foundation, and this exceptional
artistic initiative is an exciting way in which to celebrate this.

Where will this project take place?
Within The Hope Foundation’s protection homes and
hospital in Kolkata.
When will the project take place?
15th – 28th November 2019

GREAT REASONS TO BE
INVOLVED IN THIS PROJECT
check-circle You will be part of an innovative, unique and creative collaboration
that can gather local, national and international recognition.
check-circle You will receive a library of photographic content of the project, where
you will be credited for the partnership.
check-circle You will receive online exposure and marketing through the social
media of all 5 creatives (the artists and photographer have a combined
following of over 36k followers on Instagram alone).
check-circle You will be supporting the artists who are donating their time for free.
check-circle You may become a potential nominee of the Allianz Business to Arts
Awards which champions outstanding relationships between business,
artist and arts organisations.
check-circle You will be partnering with an international humanitarian organisation,
who has 20 years’ experience of delivering a wide range of high-impact
social programmes in India.
check-circle Your sponsorship will mean that HOPE can directly provide support to
additional street connected children to be protected; have access to
education and to healthcare.
check-circle You will have access to a wide range of passionate HOPE supporters
(over 20,000 ), though HOPEs networks and marketing channels.
check-circle You will be given a unique opportunity to publicly acknowledge your
charity partnership with HOPE across all HOPEs social media channels
and press and media coverage leading up to, during and after Kolors
for Kolkata.
check-circle Your branding will appear on HOPEs website and social media.

HOW YOU CAN HELP
1 By contributing €10,000, which will cover the cost of
making Kolors for Kolkata happen. You can be the
single sponsor of this project.

2 By contributing €2,000 you can sponsor one of
the individual artists (or the photographer) who is
participating in Kolors for Kolkata.

MEET THE TEAM

VANESSA POWER

instagram signsofpower

Vanessa Power (Signs of Power) is Dublin based
sign writer. With her love for clean, well-executed
type, she aims to apply this to all her work.
Her vibrant style acts as a bridge between the
traditional craft of sign painting and the arresting
aesthetic of popular culture.

MEET THE TEAM

SHANE O’ MALLEY

instagram shaneomalleyart

Originally from Navan, Shane is an artist who has
emerged from Ireland’s vibrant graffiti subculture.
He is interested in the themes of identity, mental
and emotional health, journey and self-hood. He
has developed a unique visual language using bold
colour.

MEET THE TEAM

FINBAR McHUGH

instagram finbar247

As a native to Galway city, Finbar McHugh (Finbar
247) deals in stark wall pieces and colourful
canvases, bringing splashes of colour to prominent
parts of the city.
Using subtle and textured works, he has made
work for Cúirt International Festival of Literature
and the University Hospital Galway – creating
great rivers of colour across any canvas that he
undertakes.

MEET THE TEAM

CIARA McKENNA

instagram keyrogue

Hailing from Waterford, Ciara McKenna (Keyrogue)
comes from a background in T/V production (Props/
Sculpture/Art department). In her painting work,
however, she mixes methods between stencilling,
spray paint and drawing. Ciara experiments with
each material to create site specific installations,
using geometric shapes and subtle patterns to
encourage people to become part of the piece
itself.

MEET THE TEAM

JULIA DUNIN

instagram juliadunin

Julia Dunin is a professional photographer with
a creative approach to commercial and editorial
photography. Her main area of expertise is
advertising photography with a focus on portrait
and food. Julia is based in Galway, Ireland but
often travels worldwide for various photography
projects.

THE HOPE FOUNDATION
The Hope Foundation is an Irish registered charity dedicated to
promoting the protection of street and slum children in Kolkata
– caring for some of the most vulnerable and underprivileged in
India. By providing access to healthcare, counselling and education,
HOPE ensures that street connected children in its care enter
adulthood equipped with the tools and support they need to live
healthy and happy lives, and an opportunity to lift themselves out
of the abject poverty that they have been born into.
The vision of HOPE is to work towards “a world where it should
never hurt to be a child”.
Over 500 Indian HOPE staff work tirelessly to ensure we achieve
our vision, through the implementation of over 60 programmes
across urban and rural settings in Kolkata.
The Hope Foundation has assisted over 2.8 million people across
these 60 projects.

To find out more about how you can be part of Kolors for Kolkata,
please contact Eila Flynn:

envelope eila@hopefoundation.ie
phone 01 8716930
facebook /HopeFoundationIreland

twitter /HopeFoundation

instagram /the_hope_foundation
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